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INTRODUCTION

that are carried out within a business or organization 
in order to obtain certain output that should add value 

Kobu, 2002). An enterprise can be then analyzed and 
integrated through its business processes. Thus, business 
process modeling (BPM) becomes a fundamental part of 
business process management, as it enables a common 
understanding and analysis of a company’s business 
processes. Particularly, BPM using computer-aided 
design tools and a standard visual form of notation to 
describe, validate, and simulate business processes has 
taken on a new importance (Jonah, 2002).

There are a number of situations when BPM should 
be accomplished by many participants from different 
locations. One example may be the formation a virtual 
enterprise (VE), since all organizations within the VE 

common business processes. Another example may be 
the development of reference models to be employed 
in different branches within a single organization, or 
in different organizations. Participants in collaborative
business process modeling (CBPM) activities may have 
different (or partial) competences and responsibilities 
within the business process to be modeled, or have 
similar (or common) ones. The former case will most 

latter would correspond to the last one.

business process models is considered to be a challenge 
itself, the need of collaboration among participants 
with different background and skills poses additional 

between the participants in the process, the timely 
sharing of data and information, and harmonious sup-
port for the collaborative aspects of work (Mentzas, 

encompass a set of procedures capable to (Lonchamp 

• Support the designers as far as possible during 
their collective work.

design work for supporting it effectively.
• Provide a meta-model including concepts for 

describing all the various perspectives (process, 
organizational, functional, data and product 
views), as well as formal modeling techniques.

CBPM software tools could provide these function-
alities and make possible obtaining business process 
models developed in a collaborative manner. Hence, 

there are many available tools for enterprise analysis 
and business process management (particularly for the 
Web environment), not all of them fully support BPM. 
In this article, we develop a framework to synthesize 
the main requirements of CBPM tools. We then review 
a great number of available tools and classify them. 
The objective is to obtain a guide which provides a 
base for a correct selection of a CBPM tool. This guide 
would help selecting a tool depending on project or 
work requirements, BPM techniques adopted, degree 
of collaboration, knowledge of participants about BPM, 
etc. The study also point out to some areas where cur-
rent BPM tools should be enhanced to cope with the 

BACKGROUND

Only few references deal with CBPM: Dean, Lee, 
Orwing, and Vogel (1994) develop and evaluate an 
electronic meeting system (EMS) based activity model-
ing group. They use a form-driven modeling tool with 
a link to a graphical viewer for the capture integrated 
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models. The EMS tool supports large group integra-

modeling. They compare modeling efforts supported 
by the EMS tool with those supported by analyst with a 
single-user tool, and conclude that the former allows a 

in model development.
In Dean, Lee, Pendergast, Hickey, and Nunamaker 

(1997), the authors discuss collaborative modeling 
issues in the context of software engineering. They 
provide a complete methodology for collaborative 
activity and data modeling, and scenarios, system use 

EMS modeling tools designed to allow users working 
in parallel to contribute directly during meetings.

Lonchamp et al. (1997) introduce the notion of 
collaborative work support and indicate a methodol-
ogy for process modeling based both in design aspects 
(for decision-oriented modeling of methods and their 
creative activities) and cooperation aspects (collective 

containing features for collaborative work (i.e., pop-up 
menus and dialogue boxes used in an asynchronous 
manner) is proposed. 

Pendergast, Aytes, and Lee (1999) develop two tools 
to support collaborative graphical modeling and present 
a methodology for collaborative enterprise analyzer 

-
cal business models by groups. Later, analysts extract 
activity and data descriptions from these models and 
enter them into relational databases via text forms. Data 
are imported into an IDEF case tool. In the second tool, 
the system present the graphical models in a number of 
different ways, as well as access to graphics generated 
from a variety of commercial sketching tools. Although 
they do not use CBPM, they use a collaborative tool for 
create informal graphics, from which formal models 
are obtained. Main features of this tool are electronic 

camera projection system, which allows participants 
writing on a tablet to be viewed on a large screen.

Dean, Orwing, and Vogel (2000) describe the cre-
ation and testing of meetings methods based on their 
previous work and compare the quality of the models 
and the productivity of the modelers for different ap-
proaches, one based on a traditional chauffeured ap-
proach supported by a single-user modeling tool, and 
the other based on EMS-IDEF0.

A methodology based on group support system 
(GSS) for structured modeling is presented by Walsh 

and Dickey (2004) for system design. GSSs provide 
collaboration needed in structured modeling (devel-

rules for interconnecting them). The authors create 
a product design approach based on an information 
system design theory.

Framinan et al. (2005) present a guide for CBPM 
and propose a methodology to carry out BPM in 
a project with the objective to develop a reference 
model of determinate process. They use a standard 
BPM methodology and technique, and a commercial 
tool that provides certain collaborative features. In 
their work, a reference model for the same business 
process models may be developed by participants sited 
in different places. 

The aforementioned references do not take into 
account the importance of Web support for modeling 
processes (with the exception of Framinan et al. 2005), 
and some references present tools developed for BPM 
that do not provide useful features for VE, like support 
to asynchronous or remote modeling.

MAIN CATEGORIES OF
COLLABORATIVE TOOLS

Before analyzing CBPM tools, it is necessary to 
determine the requirements of these tools. These re-

where the interaction between modeling participants 
takes place. In VE, these requirements are the key to 
carry out BPM, but usually participants do not work 

is borrowed from Bafoutsou and Mentzas (2002). In 
their work, the horizontal dimension represents the 
location of participants; they can be either at the same 
place (also referred to as co-located) or at different 
places (remote). Similarly, the vertical dimension 
makes the distinction, whether the interaction happens 
at the same time (synchronous) or at different times 
(asynchronous).

analyze collaborative tool features, as it serves to deter-
mine whether a tool covers these types of requisites, or 
not. According to this framework and after the revision 
of currently available tools, three main (not excluding) 

• Web support for modeling (WS). This feature 
allows participants in different places to model 
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